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Online museum information resource systems are getting popular these days which allow the users to get detailed information
about the objects of their interest, and the user preferences are stored to search for related artifacts considering his/her online
behavior. *e behavior of users browsing online is integrated to capture relevant information which is integrated into museum
information resources. Unfortunately, present implementations have errors in integration and optimization system, so a wireless
network-based museum user behavior information integration system is proposed to calculate the user’s interest in museum’s
cultural relics. *e user behavior information resource model is developed based upon the degree of user interest, and forgetting
functions with different decay rates are employed to describe changes in the interest level. *is information is then used to
construct users’ interest matrices.*ismatrix also contains information regarding the cultural relics that users have not yet visited.
*e system will introduce the interest weights of feature words to take the top features of the user behavior information for the
integration of the users’ behavior and to combine the feature vectors that can represent the overall trajectory. Moreover, those
feature vectors are described that can represent the local trajectory into feature vector to identify the slow-moving sparse targets,
which is then utilized for the integration of users’ behavior information. *e simulation tests prove that the proposed method can
achieve low error in the integration process of user behavior information resources, thereby yielding good results.

1. Introduction

*e rapid development of information technology in
modern society has influenced every field of life including
museum visitors. More and more people are taking interest
in visiting online museums where they can find relics with
interesting information. *e study of user behavior infor-
mation systems refers to various levels including different
categories of museums based on user demand for infor-
mation resources or interest. *is is made possible through
the use of computing devices, communication technology,
digital multimedia, and other related high-tech means [1].
Wireless network technology has entered thousands of
households [2], and it has enriched the overall amount of
information in society. However, museum information re-
sources currently available online are chaotic and scattered.

In order to obtain high-value museum information re-
sources in a relatively short period of time, information from
multiple users could be captured online and integrated into
museum information resource space [3]. Integrating mu-
seum information resources based on user behavior not only
fulfills users’ actual needs for museum information resources
but would also improve information resources to become in
line with users’ generic needs, thereby making up for the lack
of information resources in the museum’s existing collec-
tions, and would also improve the low-level duplication of
museum information resources.

Zhou [4] proposed the construction of a digital resource
integration model for libraries, archives, and museums
based on linked data. *rough understanding the basic
principles of linked data, the study explained the feasibility,
process, general framework, and specific integration of LAM
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(Library, Archives, and Museum) digital resources based on
linked data. *e LAM cloud service platform considers the
basic framework and analyzes specific cases based upon
linked data. On this basis, the author proposed that when
implementing the LAM digital resource, it is necessary to
pay attention to the library user interaction mode, open
licensing standards, maintenance of linked data, and con-
version of existing data. In another study, Chen [5] designed
the interactive user behavior information interface for the
functional entrance of the Meishan Nuo mask exhibits based
on the Hunan Provincial Museum APP and analyzed and
discussed the interactive design requirements and multiple
scheme choices for the said purpose. *e Meishan mask
represents the most important carriers of the Meishan Nuo
culture which is one of the ancestral Chinese cultures and is a
significant part of the Huxiang history in central south
China. In the actual process of the interactive design related
to the functional entrance of the Meishan Nuo mask ex-
hibits, the ideas and methods for specifically decomposing
key factors according to business needs and user needs are
explained which includes the process of negotiation with
product managers, market operations, and development
engineers. *is results in the completion of the first level of
the drafts of pages, the secondary pages, and interactive
visual drafts of the system. *e aforesaid method has the
dilemma of the large number of errors and long time-
consuming optimization of the museum user behavior in-
formation resource integration. In order to solve the above
problems, a wireless network-based museum user behavior
information integration is proposed in this paper, and the
validity conclusion is reached through research.

2. Integration of Museum User Behavior
Information Resources

*e museum user behavior information resource cluster is
divided into several clusters. Initially, the user trajectory is
calculated and the association rules between the two are
obtained by extracting the minimum support and trust
information of the user [6]. *ese association rules are
utilized to calculate the user’s preference value for a par-
ticular museum information resource and the cosine sim-
ilarity measurement method is used to calculate the
similarity between users’ interests, so as to realize the in-
tegration of user behavior information.

Assuming that A means the time period l containing n

object collections and m individual user dynamic files, then
Cq will represent a subsequence where the user behavior
information resource cluster is divided into q clusters as
given by

C � C1, C2, · · · , Cq . (1)

Now, assuming that Li represents the behavior trajectory
of the user i [7], then the number of the cluster to which user
i belongs at the time period l can be calculated by

Li � Ci,T−l+1, · · · , Ci,T−l, Ci,T , i � 1, 2, · · · , m, (2)

where Ci,T−k ∈ C, k � 0, 1, 2, · · · , l − 1, l≥ 2.

Using association rule technology, the minimum sup-
port [8] and minimum trust information of the users is
extracted to derive the association rules between the two.
According to the association rules, if the behavior trajectory
of users is rj,T−l+1, rj,T, · · · , rj,T−l, then it would mean that the
behavior cluster of the user at that particular time is rj,T [9].

Assume that Px represents a collection of museum in-
formation resources with significant preferences of a user x

and Pi represents a collection of museum information re-
sources with significant preferences of user i , and the union
of museum information resource collections with significant
preferences of user x and user i denoted by Ux,i could be
calculated as given in

Ux,i � Px ∪Pi. (3)

Similarly, assuming that Nx represents a collection of
museum information resources where user x has no pref-
erence value in the union Ux,i, then the calculation formula
is

Nx � Ux,i − Px. (4)

For any particular museum’s information resource
Pj ∈ Ux,i, the preference of user x for information resource
Pj ∈ Nx [10] could be evaluated as given in

θx,j �
ωx Pj 

θx

,
⎧⎨

⎩ (5)

where the first case is when the customer x preference value
for information resources is significant while the second case
represents the vice versa. On the basis of the above calcu-
lations, the cosine similarity measurement method is used to
calculate the similarity between user x and user i to for-
mulate the integration of museum user behavior informa-
tion resources as given by

Φx,j
′ �

n∈Mj
sim(x, i) × θx

n∈Mj
(|sim(x, i)|)

, (6)

where Mj represents the collection of information similar to
the museum’s information resource Pj, sim(x, i) indicates
the similarity of behavior between user x and user i, and θx

indicates user x preference value for museum information
resources j.

*e structure diagram of user behavior information
resource integration is shown in Figure 1.

3. Integration and Optimization of Museum
User Behavior Information Resources

*e process of creating, integrating, and optimizing user
behavior information resources constitutes three steps
which are elaborated in the following subsections.

3.1. Construction of the Museum User Behavior Information
Resource Interest Model. *e user’s interest in the keywords
of a certain type of cultural relics in a museum is estimated
by considering the time that the user takes in reading the
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introductory document while visiting the museum’s online
website. *e system uses forgetting functions with different
decay rates to describe changes in user’s interest [11] while
constructing the user behavior information resource interest
model.

In real life, while visiting an online museum, if a user
reads the introduction of a certain cultural relic collection,
this suggests that the user is interested in the information
resource, and the length of time reading is directly pro-
portional to the user’s interest in that particular resource.
*e degree of user’s interest takes into account the length of
the relic’s profile and the user’s reading speed. Mathemat-
ically, a user x’s interest denoted by Iinterests in museum’s
cultural relic c could be calculated by equation (7) as follows:

Iinterests �
1

Rrate
, (7)

where Rrate represents the relative speed of the user x

browsing the museum’s cultural relics c profile which is
calculated as follows:

Rratex,c
�

Llength/Ttotaltime 

rx

. (8)

In the formula, Llength and Ttotaltime represent the length
of the profile of relic c and the time taken by the user x to
read it, respectively, while rx represents the average speed of
the user x which is estimated as per

rx �
ratex,c

Llength/Ttotaltime 

dx




. (9)

Assume that kea represents the probability that the web
page a belongs to the classification of cultural relics e, Iinterests
shows the interest of the user x in a, and ψba represents key
feature words b in profile page a; then the importance of the
user’s interest [12] in the keywords of the museum’s cultural
relics collection information resources is given by

Hbex � 
a∈dx

kea × interestss × λba. (10)

According to the user’s interest in the keywords of a
certain type of cultural relics in the museum, the user’s
interest in a certain type of similar cultural relics in the
museum is represented by uex as given in

uex � H1ex, H2ex, · · · , Hmex( , 1< a<m. (11)

Based on the above analysis, forgetting functions with
different decay rates are used to describe changes in user’s
interests, and a museum user behavior information resource
interest model is constructed [13]. *e modeling formula is
as follows:

Wfex
�

fex

Fx

+ 1 − uex(  ×
1

tcur − tx + 1
, (12)

where fex represents the user’s x visit frequency for e relic
collections, Fx represents the user’s x visit frequency for all
available relics collection, tcur represents the current display
time of the system page, and tx represents the user’s x

behavioral model construction or update time.

3.2. Integration and Optimization of Museum User Behavior
Information Resources. Based on the construction of the user
interest model for museum information resources, a user
interest matrix is constructed which divides the users of online
museum information resources into core users and noncore
users, respectively, using K-means clustering algorithm and
cosine similarity. *ese clusters are then utilized to calculate
the interest weight for the feature words of a particular relic
that the user has not yet visited. *e top few features as per
interest weight of the museum information resource are taken
as pairs for the prediction of overall user behavior which is
then utilized for the integration and optimization of museum
user behavior information resources.

Assuming that N represents the number of information
resources available online which are visited by user col-
lection V and M represents the total number of interest
feature words of all users K. Based upon the above-
mentioned establishment, a user interest matrix of M × N is
constructed. *e users of online information resources are
divided into two broad categories, i.e., core users and
noncore users. *e calculation formula for the core user set
Vcore is given in

Vcore � x | x ∈ V,
Nnum

M
wfex > β . (13)

where Nnum represents the number of nonempty user in-
terest matrices constructed and β represents the judgment
threshold set in advance [14].

*e process of clustering is carried out in two steps.

3.2.1. Clustering of Core Users. *e K-means clustering al-
gorithm is used to cluster the core users for information
resources, and users with similar interests are divided into
the same cluster. It may be noted that it is a very simple and
easy to implement algorithm, yet it guarantees convergence
and can easily adapt to new examples [15]. It also has the
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Figure 1: User behavior information resource integration structure
diagram.
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capability to generalize clusters of different sizes and shapes.
*e calculation formula for clustering in the proposed study
is given in

C � C1, C2, · · · , Ch , (14)

where h represents the number of individual clusters in the
cluster set.

3.2.2. Clustering of Noncore Users. *e cosine similarity
measurement method is used to cluster the information
resources which are visited by noncore users.*e calculation
formula for this purpose is given in

Sim x, cj  �
x
→

× cj
→

‖ x
→

‖ × cj
→

�����

�����
. (15)

In order to prevent the cold start problem and to rec-
ommend diversified information resources to the users, the
interest weights for the feature words of the museum’s relic
collection that the user has not yet visited are calculated
which are then utilized to select the top features among them
for the users’ behavior prediction. It is then used to integrate
and optimize museum user behavior information resources.
*e calculation formula is as follows:

wij �
g∈Mp

Sim(x, i) × λba − wj 

g∈Mp
Sim x, cj 

+ wi, (16)

where Mp represents the user with the highest interest
feature similarity to user x; wj and wi represent the average
interest weight of the user against the top “h” users with the
highest interest feature similarity, respectively.

3.3. Abnormal Behavior Information Integration Containing
Slowly Moving Sparse Target User. In the process of inte-
grating abnormal behavior information of slow-moving
sparse target users, trajectory feature extraction is very
critical. *e feature vector contains the overall trajectory as
well as the local trajectory, so the trajectory information of
the slow-moving and sparse target user is described through
the multidimensional feature vector. For this purpose, the
trajectory is divided into trajectory segments of the same
time period according to time and trajectories where the
dividing points are described as follows:

Y
i

� a
i
j, b

i
j ; c � 1, 2, · · · , Li , (17)

Y
i

� a
i
0, b

i
0 , a

i
L1

, b
i
L1

 , · · · , a
i
Lc

, b
i
Lc

  , (18)

where Yi represents the trajectory while i indicates the
number of the tracks, (ai

j, bi
j) represent the filter position of

the ith target, Li indicates the length of the ith track, i.e., the
number of track points, c represents the number of segments
dividing the trajectory according to the same time-division
length, and finally Y

i represents the set of all division points.
Let fz(·) be a feature extraction function, described

as z � 1, 2, · · · , Z, where Z represents the total number of

feature spaces; then fz maps each trajectory Yi to a
Qz-dimensional feature space, where each feature space
is processed separately to prevent all feature spaces from
being damaged in the normalization processing.

*e feature extraction process starts from the actual
scene and situation. Each feature space can roughly reflect
the internal situation of the sample data. Combining several
feature vectors can more accurately reflect the trajectory
characteristics. *e first feature is the direction and length of
the trajectory of the slowly moving sparse target in the user
behavior information. *e current feature space vector is
given as follows:

p
i

� a
i
Lj

− a
i
0, b

i
Lj

− b
i
0, tan

b
i
Lj

− b
i
0 

a
i
Lj

− a
i
0 

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (19)

*e second feature is the average position of the first
trajectory. *is feature is mainly used to distinguish the
trajectory in different areas of the museum. *e current
feature space can then be described as

z
i

�
1
Li



Li

j�0
a

i
j, b

i
j . (20)

*e third feature space is the initial position, the time
length of the trajectory segment, and the segment direction.
*e trajectory is divided into c segments evenly according to
time and the current trajectory feature vector, as presented
in

Y
i

� a
i
0, b

i
0 , a

i
L1

, b
i
L1

 , · · · , a
i
Lc

, b
i
Lc

  , (21)

ψi
� a

i
0, b

i
0 , t

i
,ωi

, θi
1, · · · , θi

c−1 . (22)

In the formula, (ai
0, bi

0) represent the starting position; ti

represents the time period; ωi represents the direction of the
first segment trajectory while θi

j, j � 1, 2, · · · , c − 1 represents
the deflection angle of other segment sequences. *e above
expressions not only approximate the shape of the trajectory
but also reflect the direction of the trajectory.

*e fourth feature space is the average speed, which is
a supplement to the above three features. Combining the
speed information with the above three feature spaces
can effectively determine the shape of the trajectory. *e
average velocity feature space can be described as
follows:

S
i

� s
i
1, s

i
2, · · · , s

i
c , (23)

s
→i

j � αi
j, β

i
j , (24)

s
i
j � sqrt αi

j × αi
j + βi

j × βi
j . (25)

After obtaining the trajectory characteristics of the slow-
moving sparse target in the user behavior information, the
abnormal trajectory integration of the target is realized
through the K-clustering method, and the process is as
follows:
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(1) Complete the clustering of the trajectory dataset and
obtain cluster data

(2) Determine the cluster centers of different clusters
(3) *e K-clustering method is used to gather clusters

with cluster centers that are close together, to in-
tegrate similar clusters in order to accommodate
abnormal trajectories of slow-moving sparse targets
users’ information

4. Analysis of Simulation Results

*e simulation experiment data is collected from the home
page of an online museum by using a collector, and the
simulation experiment tool SDABAS DM is selected.
According to the museum user behavior information re-
sources, the effectiveness of the current study based on the
wireless network is tested. *e specific experimental con-
figuration parameters utilized in the current study are shown
in Table 1.

To evaluate the current study, three indicators of user
behavior information integration and optimization systems
are selected i.e., the average absolute error, the standard
deviation of the average absolute error, and the average time
consumption. *e effectiveness of the current study is
compared with two similar existing studies carried out by
Zhou [4] and Chen [5].

In the simulation process, 70% of the collected dataset is
selected for training purposes, and the remaining 30% is
used for testing. Each group of experiments is performed 100
times, and the average values are taken as the final exper-
imental result record. *e comparison results of the average
absolute error of different methods are summarized in
Figure 2.

As depicted in Figure 2, the comparison result of the
current study versus Zhou [4] and Chen [5] proves that, as
the number of the nearest neighbors increases, the average
absolute value of the proposed method shows a gradual
decline, indicating that the accuracy of the integration and
optimization of user behavior information resources is
gradually improving while the average absolute error ob-
tained by the proposed method is significantly lower than
the other two comparison methods for all the values par-
ticularly when the number of the nearest neighbors increases
to 20. *e average absolute error of the three methods
stabilizes when the number of the nearest neighbors grows
beyond 60. *is shows that the current study performs
significantly better and the integration accuracy increases
with the increase of the nearest neighbors.

*e effectiveness of the current research method lies in
the integration process which mainly includes two stages.
*e first stage is the integration of user behavior information
targets, and in the second stage, user behavior information
targets are tracked while integrating the abnormal trajec-
tories of user behavior. Simulation experiments are carried
out to verify the reliability and practicability of the method
presented in this paper.

*e target shown in Figure 3 is integrated by utilizing the
current study.*e target appears in frames #212∼#236 of the

video. During the monitoring process, the face of the
tracking target is blocked. *e 180 candidate regions ob-
tained in frame #212 are used to approximate the target
template of the initial frame of the video sequence. Figure 4
describes the sparse coefficient vector obtained for the #212
frame.

By analyzing Figure 4, it can be seen that most of the
sparsity coefficient values are small, and only a small part of
the sparsity coefficient values is high, which authorizes the
effect of sparse approximation. At the same time, the ad-
vantage of using the sparse coefficient description is that the
current frame is the closest to the target template, and the
sparse coefficient error is 0.4015, which is lower than the

Table 1: Simulation experiment configuration parameter table.

Configuration item Parameter
CPU Intel core i5-4200M, 2.62GHz
RAM 4GB
Operating system Windows7
Programming tools Eclipse juno service release 1
Programming language C++
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allowable error of 0.5, indicating that the integration error of
this method is acceptably low.

*e entrance and exit of themuseum are the only way for
personnel to enter and exit the museum. *e abnormal
trajectory of museum user entrance information and user
exit information is integrated. Under normal circumstances,
users entering the museum have the same direction of
operation at the entrance and exit, and they are not allowed
to enter from the exit or leave from the entrance. Some
tourists wander at the entrance and exit or walk too fast, etc.
which are abnormal behaviors. Figures 5 and 6 describe the
abnormal behavior at the entrance and exit of the museum.

Finally, the current study is compared against Zhou [4]
and Chen [5], and the simulation results are described in
Table 2.

Results in Table 2 show that the current method only
integrates one wrong entry, while Zhou [4] and Chen [5]
have a high error integration rate for the abnormal user
entrance and exit information which approve that the
proposed method is reliable and practical.

For the sake of generality, Zhou [4] is compared with
Chen [5] as well. *ree methods are used to integrate the
abnormal behavioral information of museum users on a
certain day.*e contour coefficient and the overall similarity
are used as a measure of the reliability of the integration
result.

Equation (26) gives the formula for the calculation of
contour coefficient for a sample point j:

ςsil(j) �
nj − mj

max mj, nj 
, (26)

where mj is used to describe the average distance between
the sample point j and the sample points in the same cluster;
j is used to describe the minimum average distance between
the sample point ςsil(j) ∈ [−1, 1] and the sample points in
the other clusters. For ςsil(j) � 1, it means that there is a big
difference between the sample point j and other sample
points in this cluster and so j is divided into the wrong
cluster, so in general, it has a better integration effect of
abnormal trajectories.

*e overall similarity refers to the degree of aggregation
within the sample data in each cluster, which can be obtained
by the following equations:

csim(j) �
x∈jd x, Cj 

Xj

, (27)

c
∗
sim � 

NK

j�1

xj

x
csim(j), (28)

where NK describes the number of clusters. Equation (27)
describes the average distance between all sample points in
the cluster j and the cluster center Cj, and equation (28)
describes the weighted sum of the similarity of each cluster,
as per the sample dataset. Generally, the smaller the value of
the overall similarity, the better the integration effect of
abnormal trajectories.
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Figure 5: Abnormal behavior of users at the entrance of the
museum.

Figure 6: Abnormal behavior of users at the museum exit.
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Table 3 describes the integrated comparison results of the
abnormal trajectories of the three methods.

*e analysis of Table 3 shows that the average contour
coefficient between the abnormal trajectory integration re-
sults of the current study and other trajectories is the highest,
and the average similarity is the lowest, which is significantly
better than Zhou [4] and Chen [5], indicating that the
abnormal trajectory integrated by the proposed method is
much reliable as compared to other trajectories.

5. Conclusion and Prospect

5.1. Conclusion. *e integration and optimization of user
behavior information regarding museum resources play an
important role in providing interesting knowledgeable services
to users and promoting the in-depth development and utili-
zation of museum information resources [16, 17]. Considering
the large errors and long-time consumption problems in the
existing methods of integrating museum user behavior infor-
mation, a wireless network-based method for integrating and
optimizing museum user behavior information resources is
proposed. Simulation experiments prove the effectiveness and
superiority of the proposed method by achieving the following
milestones:

(1) *e museum user behavior information integration
method based on the wireless network achieves the
effect of sparse approximation where the integration
error is significantly low

(2) *e low integration rate error ensures the reliability
and practicability of the proposed model

(3) *e difference between the abnormal trajectory in-
tegrated by the current method and other trajectories
is the largest which further endorses its reliability

5.2. Prospect.
(1) *e user behavior information-based system can

enhance cooperation between museums and can
enrich the research in this field. Due to user privacy
protection, researchers cannot obtain the original log

files of user behavior information recorded in the
museum. In the future, cooperation between mu-
seums and research institutions can provide a good
platform for comprehensive research on museum
user behavior information integration models to
promote the progress of the research on the needs of
museum users.

(2) *e study may be expanded considering the physical
museum visitor’s experience along with the portal user.
*e users who physically visit amuseummay give direct
feedback regarding his/her interest which may be in-
tegrated with similar artifacts present online. Future
researchers should pay attention to the relationship
between physical museum users and archive portal
users’ behavioral rules and needs. In this way, both
systems, i.e., the online museums and physical mu-
seums, will augment each other by providing a better
user experience.

(3) Although the current study considers collecting the
user interest information without user intervention,
taking the data directly from the user can enhance
the reliability and acceptability of the application. In
this way, the user can actually figure out his/her
interests which could be better utilized in further
searching and recommendations for the same user as
well as for others having similar interests.

(4) *e interest of the user regarding an artifact is es-
timated considering the time he spends upon reading
its details online. To augment the system, gadgets like
a webcam can be utilized to ensure that the user is
actually looking at the screen while reading about
some artifact and is not busy with some other task.
*is will eliminate incorrect data accumulation by
the application regarding the interest of the user
while he is busy with some other task.

(5) *e current study relies on K-means for the clustering
job considering its simple implementation, scalability,
and guaranteed convergence qualities. However, it is
proposed that the current methodmay be replicated by
employing other modern clustering algorithms like
BIRCH, Affinity Propagation, and OPTICS.

Data Availability

*e data used to support the findings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon request.

Table 2: Integration results of abnormal trajectories of the three methods.

Method Total number of
tourists/person

Entrance abnormal
track/person

Wrong
integration/person

Total number of
tourists left/person

Exit abnormal
track/person

Wrong
integration/

person
Actual
results 82 7 0 25 5 0

Current
study 82 6 1 25 5 0

Zhou [4] 82 4 3 25 1 4
Chen [5] 82 3 4 25 2 3

Table 3: Comparison of the integration results of the three
methods.

Index Current study Zhou [4] Chen [5]
Average contour coefficient 0.95 0.83 0.81
Average similarity 0.12 0.39 0.46
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